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Mission Statement:
1848 Properties, Inc. exists to provide competitive housing in Phi 
Gamma Delta by providing resources and assistance that promotes 
competitive living environments within the fraternity. Where feasible 
we believe that housing is an important aspect of fraternity life and 
that quality, safe housing is important to the long-term success of the 
Phi Gamma Delta and individual chapters.

Vision:
To challenge our membership to maintain the highest standards of 
safety and excellence in housing.

Our role is to foster housing excellence within Phi Gamma Delta and 
to provide resources and support to help house corporations and 
chapters to operate at the highest level possible.

1848 Properties Mission & Vision



Are We Excellent Right Now?

We recognize that every House Corporation is different…

• That we have house corporations operating at many different levels of 
sophistication

• That the energy level of boards varies greatly

We know many boards want support and assistance to accomplish their goals.

Our 21st Century strategy is that we must be moving forward consistently to 
be successful



• Legal

• Changing expectations of the current generation going to college

• Aging facilities

• Structural life span limits

• Increased competition on campuses- Universities are upping their 
game and so are other fraternities

Running a House Corporation and a 
Chapter House is Getting More 
Complicated Than Ever



• Less tolerance from Universities

• Increasing involvement from government entities

• A future that will include fluctuations in college enrollment over the next 
10 years

Running a House Corporation and a 
Chapter House is Getting More 
Complicated Than Ever



• Is what we’ve been doing for the past 20-40 years adequate to sustain 
our house for the next 20-50 years?

• Are we operating the house with the old mindset of…the house was this 
way when I lived here…so that should be good enough for us today?

• Are we prepared to meet the needs of the next generations of Phi 
Gams?

• Are we keeping up with the competition?

• Are we prepared for the fact that we may be hitting the life span limits 
in many of our houses?

Questions House Corporation 
Boards Should Ask Themselves



FOUR ELEMENTS:

1. Fulfilling our fiduciary responsibility

2. Engaging shareholders better than we ever have before

3. Raising the bar on how we manage and maintain our properties

4. Planning for the future

What is the 21st Century 
Approach? 



1. Fulfilling our Fiduciary 
Responsibility



A. Our 21st Century principle is to recognize that by serving/running a 
local HC we are stewards of assets and we owe our “shareholders” 
regular communications regarding those assets.

B. We need to conduct a public annual meeting with as many graduates 
of the chapter as possible. 

C. We need to meet at least annually with the chapter and more 
frequently with the officers of the chapter to explain HC operations 
(they are the future owners of the asset)

D. We need to ensure that we meet our legal and financial obligations

Fulfilling our Fiduciary 
Responsibility



2. Engaging our Shareholders



Our shareholders are the graduate members of our chapters, they are the 
people we represent when we serve as officers of our house corporation.

Side benefit- allows us to stay connected to brothers and to make 
new connections from different generations.

Engaging our Shareholders 



• Engaging our shareholders is part of our fiduciary responsibility

• It is essential to overall success

• It is critical for fundraising success 

(Fundraising experts tell us that you need two solid years of good 
communications prior to a major campaign to maximize your fundraising 
success.)

Engaging our Shareholders 



• It is good for Phi Gamma Delta- NFCDA
• Helps maintain others enthusiasm for the fraternity
• Helps recruit new board members, chapter advisors…

Engaging our Shareholders 



OVERVIEW-

While we want to utilize chapter communication efforts when possible—we 
need to understand that we should not be dependent on the chapter.

We also need to understand that our communications goals are slightly 
different than the chapter.

Engaging our Shareholders
Sneak Peak at our Model Communications Plan



• Goal to have 5-7 touches with Graduate Brothers per year

• Mostly with print and electronic communications

• Supplemented by social media (above the 5-7 touches)

Engaging our Shareholders
Sneak Peak at our Model Communications Plan



• At least one event annually-HC Annual Meeting (ideally tied to the 
Chapter’s Pig Dinner)

• Other graduate events can be tied in with the chapter when possible. 
Not every event has to be a big event…just a chance to engage your 
brothers

Eg. homecoming, Founders Day, holiday season, join the chapter for a 
meal, go to a sporting event (college or professional).

Engaging our Shareholders
Sneak Peak at our Model Communications Plan



Must use a mix of channels of communication 

There is no single method that will reach everyone!

• Traditional mail/printed communications
• Phone
• Email/website
• Social media

Engaging our Shareholders
Sneak Peak at our Model Communications Plan



• Why do you need to use multiple methods?
• If it were only that easy…
• Most chapters have demographics ranging from 21-80+

Engaging our Shareholders
Sneak Peak at our Model Communications Plan



Printed Communications

Letters/Newsletters/Postcards

Cons Pros

Slow High response rate

Expensive Higher deliverability 
rate

Proactive

Reaches entire population of audience

(We plan on developing templates for you to use.)

Engaging our Shareholders
Sneak Peak at our Model Communications Plan



Phone Communications

Cons Pros

Slow Very personal (great way 
Labor/time intensive to engage “lost brothers”)

Moderate expense Good way to update data- two way

Proactive

Reaches entire population 
of audience

Engaging our Shareholders
Sneak Peak at our Model Communications Plan



Electronic Communications
Email and Websites

Cons Pros

Lower connection Fast rate
Open rates likely 20-40% Flexible
Harder to acquire/Maintain accurate lists Lower cost
(average 40-50%)
Poor donation rate
Web sites ineffective if not updated frequently
Reactive

Engaging our Shareholders
Sneak Peak at our Model Communications Plan



Social Media

Cons Pros

Rapidly changing communications Instant technology

Reactive Flexible

Messages can be missed Low cost/free

Misses generations that aren’t used to it

Engaging our Shareholders
Sneak Peak at our Model Communications Plan



What Should You Be Communicating?

• Graduate Brother news

• Spotlight graduate brothers from different generations

• Updates on career moves

• College news

• Chapter news

• House updates upcoming renovations

• Save the date for upcoming Events

• Event recap of recent events held

Engaging our Shareholders
Sneak Peak at our Model Communications Plan



3. Raising the Bar on How 
Properties are Managed



Change from the traditional twenty-year cycle

• 50%+ of the brothers living in the house say it isn’t a “great” 
experience

• Doesn’t support recruitment success

Years 5-10 
brothers know 
it looked better 
when it was 
“new”

Years 1-5 house
is great!

Years 10-15 Starting to 
look shabby/not 
impressive no help in 
sight.

Years 15-20 Things 
aren’t good- better 
start thinking about 
fundraising!

Raising the Bar on How Properties 
are Managed



Every House Corporation Needs to Have a Reserve Study

What is a reserve study?
• List of all assets (roof, furniture, parking lots, kitchen equipment, 

boiler/furnace…)

• Estimated life/Estimated replacement cost with inflation

• Allows you to calculate into your budget annually a portion of the 
cost of all the items so that the brothers that are “using up” the life 
of these assets are paying for them.

Raising the Bar on How Properties 
are Managed



HR/Financial/Legal/Liability

• Doesn’t mean you have to outsource, you just have to execute these 
areas to comply with the law!

• Need to follow legal practices for labor and employment and payroll

• Need to have proper financial record keeping

Raising the Bar on How Properties 
are Managed



HR/Financial/Legal/Liability

• Need to ensure that you are minimizing liability by employing best 
practices (see website)
Examples-

• Fire alarm test/drills/Proper storage/Improvements done properly

• Operate so you have adequate capital

• Make sure you are charging market level rent that allows you operate at 
the highest level

Raising the Bar on How Properties 
are Managed



Enhance Maintenance Plans

• To improve the experience of our brothers

• To extend the life of our investment

• To reduce the cost of our periodic upgrades

Raising the Bar on How Properties 
are Managed



NO 
$$$

$$$

Raising the Bar on How Properties 
are Managed



Enhance Maintenance Plans

Plans include:

Cleaning, repairs, basic maintenance for bathrooms, carpets, hard wood 
floors, paint, etc.

We need to adopt a “broken windows” philosophy to encourage the high 
standard we want.

Raising the Bar on How Properties 
are Managed



See the list of Best Practices for the other items on property management 
at www.phigam.org/1848Properties.

Raising the Bar on How Properties 
are Managed



4. Planning for the 
Future



The 21st Century principal is that we continually plan for the future

21st Century management is always working on the next 1-2 renovation 
plans

• Recognize that houses are generally constructed for 50 or 100 year life

• Where is your house in its life cycle?

Planning for the Future



• We need to be looking 5, 10, 25 years out and prioritizing and re-
prioritizing what needs to be addressed

• We need to be engaging the chapter and fellow graduates in this 
process

• Recognize the lead time needed for major projects

Planning for the Future



• Focusing on safety- fire/security

• Focusing on high impact areas- common areas, living areas, 
kitchen/dining, chapter room

• Focusing on high impact experience- internet, electrical, 
heating/cooling, parking, recreation

Planning for the Future



…if Phi Gams were known to have…

--the best brothers

--the best housing/living conditions

--and the best food of all the  
fraternities on campus!

Imagine…
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